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Tht. system of equations of kinetics and gas dynamics that determine
the state of gas behind strong shock waves is recorded. A method of solu-
tion is proposed that takes into account of the prusence of all excited
states of the actual atoms. T:ic relaxation in air is investigated for
velocities of the shock waves vl 10 km/sec. Tie fundamental processes
are clarified and the relaxation times are calculated.

Examination of the stage of the gas behind the front of a strong
shock wave requires the simultaneous solution of the equations of gas
dynamics and 1ihysical and chemical kinetics. Difficulties are associated
,itth the necessity of taking into account the presence of numerous chemical
species that are formed in the relaxation process, and a! ;o the multipli-
city of excited states of the different atoms and molecu.,.s /1,2/.

In the present paper, an appropriate system of the equations is re-
corded and an approximate rnethod of its solution is proposed that takes
into account the role of the excited states.

In particular, shock waves in air at velocities v1 . 10 km/sec are
examined. In spite of the a.pproximate nature of the solution, it seems
to us that substantially general results are obtained.

1. We have confi.med the estimates made earlier /3/, according to
which, behind a strong shock wave (for air with v, 10 km/sec) dissocia-
tion occurs comparatively rapidly, and the length of the relaxation zone
is determined by ionization processes. This is directly opiosite to the
case of small velocities, when the degree of ionization increases com-
paratively rapidly and arrives at equilibrium with a state of nonequilibr-
ium dissocation and then follows the changes of the latter /41.

2. Tnere is a nonmonotone change of the length of the zone of ioni-
zation relaxation deending on the velocity of the shock tave. In the
region v1 = 9 to 10 km/sec, the length of the zone of ionization relaxa-
tion increases with an increase of vl

J•'AS Ic E, wations

If the velocity of the shock wave is sufficiently large, then in the
zqmiilibrium zone behi.ld the front of the shock wave, there are practically
no molecules. In an appendix applied to air, it is shown that under these
conditions dissociation proceeds much more rapidly than ionization. For
vl 10 m-./sec this permits one to consider relaxation in air .,s relaxa-
tion in a mixture of atomic gases*.

* For other molecular gases, one obtains this same result; however,
the boundary value of vi wmav be liferent.

We shall write the basic equations for a plane shock wave in a single
c€mponent gas whose atoms may be in the ground and various excited states.
The application of the results to mixtures of gases dt'2s not prevent any
difficulty in principle.
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If the wave is stationary, the balance of the number of particles at
the kth level of the atom has the form

dz

+ P% - o-&n.,8 + + (Y

neiis lifus t~ ) + (f & l k m M -n an .j.& ).( )

The left side of (1) accounts for the transport of atoms in the flow;
v - is the velocity relative to the front; x - Is the distance from it.
rte right side accounts for collisions and radiation processes. Atoms of
the kth level are ionized by collisions with electrons with effectiveness

jkee and atoms, for example, at the mth level ikem. The quantities jeke

and. jekm respectively account for the reverse processes; jkne is the
probability of excitation from k to n by an electron collision (k n)

X- or by a collision of the second kind (n k); jkn' is the pirobability of
the analogous processes upon collision with atoms in the mrh state. ek
is the probability of photorecombination; akn = Akn is the probability
of spontaneous transition from k to n, akn = 0, if k n or if the level
k is metastable. The summation is carried out over all levels existing in
the plasma. ne is the concentration of electrons; Pk is an Integral term,
accounting for the formation and destruction of the kth state.during ab-
sorption of radiation from the. r•maining volume of gas.

Kinetic t.mperatures of electrons T., and of atoms and ions Ta are
not the same. The tempCratures T. are found from the balance of energy of
the electron gas* where See is the source of energy of electrons; ke s

"*The balance of energy of the electron gns in general has the follow-

ing form: "
d~(4&aw) 3 - S. ij the velocity

of electrons, which may be distinguished from the velocity of the heavy
particles v. However, under the conditions being investigated here the
difference between ve and v is small.

+.~(xe(2)d3 dt dt dt

coefficient of electronic thermal c:nducLivit.y. As a rile, bW•.a'se the
gradients of the parameters of the gas are comparatively small behind the
front, transport processes are unessential. The electronic thermal con-
ductivity, as is well known, has a special place, and in a number of

cases, should be taken into account.
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Under the symbol Se ",;c tonsider the heating of electrons during
elastic collisions - I"this sum is taken over all states of allNY., n~n.Qw-

the particles of the pas) -n; absorption of radiation Wee (with free-free
Lransitions and photo ionization), losses during free-free transitions

(• n.mnepv) and nonelastic collisions.

A* - U4 N +w + - (1, U)

.2 n p~a4hne) + We (Wj'z n~a.' m Qn Few)n~a..)-
"-""" ,,(3)

U. is the energy of ionization from the ground state; Uk is the energy
or excitation of the kth level; Akmi(Ta) is the mean energy with which
electrons are born in atom-atom collisions; 0 (TaTe) and 0 (Te) represent
t.ie average loss of energy of the electron gas per recombination act.

The equations of kinetics are solved simultaneously with the equations
of conservation, considering the losses by radiation Q. In standard
notation

w~p~vd d +-2 - ) Q

Index I pertains to the gas ahead of the front. We write the expression
for Q:

+ •..C .nw• Wk -U.) PA.- (U (- UsjPAC- IV&. (5:A.M

P1n acconLs -r d!e cx ia:,n u,:c~. absor: tin of radiation (k n).
Upon paotolonization, part of the energy goes to strip off an electron (it
is calculated as - (U--U1 )P4.), and another part to impart kinetic energy

to it. The latter qjann...y end.-Mrc into (3) and is included in Wee- We
note that under certain conditions a noticeable contribution Q may arise
from radiation processes that are not considered in (5), in order not to
make it excessively complicated. 1e role of these proc.•:w.s beh-ind a %hock
wave in air will be considered further.
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Besides the ordinary ions ni, er, ti, in ai-. ,a mol.cular ions
n2+. Coupling between them is accom.plished by very rapid proces.es of re-
charging. Therefore, the ions are ia quasicqtil..hrimi. with enc'1 otL:,r. If,
in addition, it is considered that -he concnLratioin of atroms and rmolecules
are also associated with the condition of equilibriun (with dissociation
relaxation completed), then we obtain n.e=Knin. (6)

K is the equilibrium constant of the rceaction A2 + Ae+A. In view o& (6),
one can write the rate of associative ionization and dissociation recombina-
tion by means of coefficients of the type Jkem and jekm. These processes
were accounted for in the same way in (1), (3), (5).

The plasma is quasineutral; that is, ne - ni + n2 . Actually, there is
a separation of charges, but the length of separation is small, and the
diffusion is ambipolar.

Absorption of the advancing radiation brings the gas ahead of the
front out of equilibrium and determines in this way the initial conditions
of the relaxation /3/.

The system of equations obtained is very comialicated. Hlowever, any
approximate method of its solution should account for the entire totality
of the excited states of an actual atom.

We note that the near 1yi-.-_ .. states are very firmly bound to each other
by collision processes (very large cross section, close values of energy).
Therefore, all of the possible causes producing a deviation from equili-
brium can more quickly change the overall population of these states than
the relative distribution of particles among them. For example, the eris-
sion of radiation, significantly lowering the overall concentration of ex-
cited atoms and electrons, does not disturb the distribution of particles
inside this block of states /5/. In /5/, the openness of the system was
the only cause of deviation from equilibrium. Behind the shock wave, the
nonequilibrium condition is principally the result of a jump of gas para-
meters across the front. Hlowever, fov the same reason, relaxation inside
the block of near excited states occurs very rapidly. The relative dis-
tribution of particles inside the block nearlying states (to which we in-
clude also the continuous s:;ectrtun) is determined by the following system
of equations:-

+ ++

+

The summation over n is carried out over the collection of associated
levels. In this way, all collisions that mix particles inside this block
of states are accounted for.
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If collisions with electrono. aroed~n te, -4 obtain the ol•n
distribution (at Te) inside the block of states /5/.

= ~ /. b~t(8)

-• J.40. A

(6)

If, on the other hand, atom-atom collisions predominate, then the follow-
ing relations are satisfied

S[(njnJ,.' - nlfi?,jvmi~f) +

The difference between Ta and T makes the distribution of particles in
the block complicated even in tFis case.

We simplify the system of equation., obtained earlier using (8), that
is, assuming the coupling between excited and ionized states is essential-
ly by electron collisions. We include in the block of combined states all
the excited levels and the continuous spectrum. This is possible if there
are no excited states near the -round state. Then we obtain
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Eciuation (10) is not much more complicated than each of the
equations of the initial system (1). In it, as in (11)-(12), .ll co-
efficients attached to ne, nh, n, deiend only upon the temperatures Ta,
Te and can be calculated, in %quations (11) sk is the algebraic sum of
the number of transitions aL level k as a result of collisions with elec-
trons. As a rule - is a small quantity.

Using hydrogen-like up,.,er exe-ted states, one can evaluate.

is the last of the 6iscrett szaris existing in the plasma

SII"" F, f l i _Uk('t- Ag TS

'- "t Ix-CXdx. (13)*0 e 2(.2mhhAkTr)' 4t;fjWT

If Te is not very small, thel n -,< , which reflects the pre-
dominance of the statistical a>a weight of the continuous
spectrum over the statistical reir< t of the discrete states. We assuame that
ionization and excitation is basically accomplished by electron collisions,
in which case, h<Yj*ke. if .11: -<)P then almost all of the oewly

k A>I

formed excite t . s.io,,ld be .. nLzej, which also corresponds to the ap-
proximation of "slow ionization" adopted in /1,2/. In the regimes examined
in /1,2/ the conditions of "slow ionization" were satisfied.

Behind the front of the shock wave, equation (11) rapidly becomes
quasistationary: in the left side one can neglect the terms with the pro-
ducts dT/cdx aad dvldx. In addition, under certain frequently oc:-,ur-in.g
conditions, the derivatives dnk/dx are small, when k ,-l. Then the
equatiins are simplified:

da I
d4 nu

Se. kýS,; o. (=4)
2

Here, we have intro(Suced the degree of ionization a - ne/n -- d have con-
sidered the condition of conservation nv const; n - ni + IN - is the
total number of heavy particles. As a rule, equation (12) is also simplified.

d5
i4(VT ui+a e) Q-"See - vise.

Crombination of the level-; u,,, to the limit have ,implified tt,,- prr,4-
lem by rendering it unn-c,:;:;ary to :xamine thie. kinetie:; of fonnatio, :,si
destruction of individual excited state.'. What re,.aon.s can :r.vvcaa Lthi:;?

7
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The coupling of states in the block is accomplished by collisions. i,
the frequency of tile radiation processes is much less than the frequency of
these collisions luminescence (deexcitation) does not disturb the equilibri-
um of particles in the block, We note that this condition does not appear
to be necessary /5/.

Moving behind tile front of the shock uave, an element of gas gets inz•
different conditions. It is necessary that the relaxation time corresponding
to the mixing of particles in the block should be much less than the total
relaxation time. This is fulfilled in the combination of energetically near
levels.

If radiation transitions to the ground state are neglected, then any
scheme of combir.ing levels that ridigly couples excited atoms and electrons
permits at the beginning of the relaxation the copsideration only of the
entrance of particles into the block. The postulation of the excited levels
turns out to be small in comparison with the Boltzmann pop'ulation calculated
with respect to the ground state. Therefore, collisions of the second kind,
bringing particles out of the block of states, as well as recombination, can
be neglected up to a degree of ionization very close to Lquilibrium. At this
stage, the block of levels represents a passive reservoir since the atoms
getting into it cannot leave.

One cannot make a priori such a general conclusion concerning lu•mines-
cence, since the corresponding proccss - absorption of radiation from the
remaining volhme of gas - is not always sufficiently intense. 'ut since the
concentration of excited atoms is small, there are a number of cases in which
the first stage luminescence can he neglected in com-,arison with ionization
and excitation by collisions.

fBehind strong shock waves the degree of ionization in the region close
to equilibrium is large, and the relations (8) are justified. Directly be-
hind the front, on the other hand, atom-atom collisions may predominate. As
a rule, the cross sections of these collisions are unknown. Houevcr, it has
already been noted that in a number of cases at the beginning of relaxation,
an assumption concerning the nature of the distribution of particles inside
the block of levels, from the point of view of development of tile relaxation
process, is not essential. This significantly simplifies tie problem.

Sometimes it is expedient to sep1arate two blocks of levels. Thus, if
there are low-lying excited levels near the ground state, they can be com-
bined with it.

Concluding the remarks relative to the method of solution of the
equations of kinetics, we emphasize the necessity of carefully checking tile
possibility of combining the levels into a block.

Relaxation Behind Strong Waves in Air

For vI 10 km/sec, moleculce dissociate very rapidly (see appendix),
after which their concentration becomes negligibly small. Therefore, we
are concerned with relaxation in a mixture of 0 and N. As a result of various

collisions, there are formed the ions a, 04, NO+, '2j, 02+. Since ions arc

8
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found in quasiequilibrium with eac% niht~ I turns out itat 4 ,nt~~tr .... . tha•,t. th-. cOncencra-

tion of molecular ions is negligibly small.

Lct us introduce somc notation. The concentration of atoms is denoted
by n0 , n,,. If we are concerned ivith a definite th state: nQk, nk. The

concentrations of ions are n,% IO+; their sum is ni*. The degree of

,'he concentrations of molecular ions may be found as a s;,al1 incre-
m.en t with the help of the relations (no + n + nXo + + 2no 2+)/nX- + n.% +
n~X+ 2nX,) = 0.21/0.79 and equations of the type equation (6): nog• = 1In%+K, "- +- +"~!4 +

""Q + -n.•n 11n no Ko3.

is a N 11e /n1 = no+ n~x + ni.

The condition = const reduces to r.v - const. Then

d(n'v) = - d +

S�+ not) v

In the solution of actual problems, an insufficiency o. information
concernin:, atoii-atom collisions frequently makes it impossible to evaluate

the kinetics of the excited states in the first stag of relaxation. In the
case of air. this difficulty can be avoided since :hc atom-atom excitatioa
cannot compete with associative ionization. Thcrefcre, electrons arise,
omitting the upper excited states. The distribution oi atoms among the
excited states, from 'he point of view of the development of ionization, is
of no interest at this stage.

'tb a larger ne, thie ionization becomes stc4Jise. But then, it can

already be shown that ato:ms are distributed over two blocks of states, in-
ternal equilibritr, of which is maintained by electron collisions. The ground
state and two neighboring ones cnter into the first, and the remaining levels
and continuous spectrum into the second.

Let us write the system of equations for this scheme of combination of
levels. We take account of electronic processes and associative ionization.
The source of electrons is

3

S -. • { ((nsta4?Qk,,, - n.Qnx+ja) +(no n•iae -- ,;nto+4•).)+
h-I

+ (Pu,, -- 1l.fx+U.") + (Po,. -- ,•,cP.,;) +.

+ (iau,,laJa.'" -- "~.".''',+/,,) .'I (-o ,io.4 ." -- fl.J,o.-u+I,,") +

+ (nMd,Io.C'...' -- •,.a ~g,) (16).
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In contrast to (10) the sic.:;iations in Jh*, j&, ueA are carried out
for n 3. Further 3jse. , K ' . . The designations

he j- jC' Je" 2

AjW.e J I, jN9 ach X T. A. are reserved for the atom X. For the atom 0 we intro-
1 .3

duce 1W, Ia,. 4j, &, analogously. For example' w -• = -T

For t.t trocess of form•t:on of NO+ we intr•-•,-'e C .ie

V if**
,aC1e p. an account for the absorption

of radiation.

The source of encr-.y 3. 4lccrron is

.33

S)~(2

n~x~sy.,a)(-- o xjai 1 &u...o

la=-Sa

U and U - are the ionization energies of atoms of oxygen and nitrogen.

0 3•

*ow

Th~is system of equations oi kinetics (to it should be added the
equation for Ta) is an integrodiiferential system. For its solution it is
necessary to overcome s+.tificant difficulties of calculation. However, in

a nanber of cases, the system can 'e simplified.

10



At the be.inning• oT rela::ation certain processes are unessential.

In addition, _'-',U), |(1-u). Then we have

.•m u( 1 - a) (0.7j9-'" + 0o21ie") + (I - a)2(0,7Fj,-'" +

+ 0,79+0.2ig.p + 0.21 + [( Paq- 9

K

8..8

- f + aQa(I - a) (0.79Q + 02lQo)--a(I au) (U..-Oj,..'" +

+ Uo0.e1,.i"A))+(I - u)2(i4--,79js.,-- + •o-0,79.o.21.,-- +
+÷ 0;. )2ij-02"'). (19)

Here the follow!2ng "otation has been used:

"W"1 e + he-3

he-, ljs

jje I• r ~ •

3.

The remaining notation is introduced analogously.

It can be shown that under our conditions for < O,3a., (the index eq
pertains to equilirbium parazieters attained in thv tb:zence of loss) one can
neglect collisions of the second kind and recombination carrying particles
out of the upper block into the lower, and also radiation processes both in
the kinetics and in the balance of energy. The equations of conservation
are correspondingly simplified.

Calculation of Relaxation in Air

For shock waves with velocities v1 10 km/sec relaxation is determined
by the follouing processes. At first associative ionization predominates

N•'+O -O e, N +N'=- t AN+ e, O-O+ zOa+e. With an increase of n.
the effect of stepwise ionization by electrons increases and the rate of
ionization is detcrmined principally by elastic electron-ion collisions. At
the beginninA of the relax.ation, the electrons, which already appc-ared "hard"
to a significant degree, are heated by elastic collisions with atoms.

11



Let us evaluate the rate of the various processes that we have chosen
for calculation. Using experimental data on the dissociative recombination,
one can find the rate of associative ionization. The recombination coef-
ficients of the ions \2+, +No+, 8,)+, measured at low temperatures, are close
in magnitide and large. This meafs that in each case the potential curves of
the recombination products and the molecular ion intersect near the funda-
mental vibrational level of the ion, K - 0, (for N2+ such a point of inter-
section is still unknown, which, apparently, is a manifestation of the gener-
al shortage of iniormation concerning unstable states). With such a character
of the intersection, the coefficients of recombination ordinarily depend on T
as T- 3 /2. Making use of this fact for extrapolation to larger T, we have'.

I, -- fi. o-•T-';, , ' =--- 4-0-'T-'•, ga,' = 3-10- 3Tr-% .eCjt3C. (20)

These numbers are taken frcm /4/, where similar argurmcnts are given. In view
of the impossibility of exactly establishing the recombination products (for
example, one of the at•ms of X may be weakly excited) it has been assumed in
(20) that the atoms are in the ground states. For large T, this assumption
does not too greatly affect the ionization.

Apparently, the following effects produce the greatest error with in-
creasing T. First, the T- 3 /2 does not consider the changes of poulation of the
lower vibrational levels, which reduces the recombination coefficient. Second,
the reaction passes also through others, lying above the point of intersection.
This increases the recombination coefficient.

As a light :.article, the electron attains the entire excess energy over
the threshold. With an intersection of the ,>otential curves near K - 0 the
crosssection of the process rapidly falls off with an increase of energy. In
view of this is small. Under other circumstances the cross section may
depend on the energy, a problem uhich is complicated by that fact that tile
ion may form at different levels K. A rough evaluation shows that does not
exceed .±". The indeterminancy of is unessential since at the beginning of
relaxation, the electron te.,erature does not affect the ionization rate.

Tile cross .ections for calculation of' , i•e are found from the
method proposed in /6,7/. In it, the pcculiaric.es o. ihe exact behavior of
the cross section near the threshold and for large energies w:,s more com-
pletely taken into account. In the range T. - 80;)0 to 18,000oK

Is. -, e-so""7 . jo-ar -44r iiOT' T.5Wlem (21)'

The )recision o2 these coedficienLs is su.Zicient i . t is c-.n:.iiered that the
rate of excitation by electrons is to a significant degree determined by the
transfer to them of energy afrom the heavy particles /7/.

The transfer of energy fr=, ions to electrons is found in the ordinary
way:i

" ai (kT4'h& +

12
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For atom-electron equations it has been found that

Q. =4mp I/ L' 8 ~kT * - kT.)[1 -( (+ Y-Y3

me F -taMT

= 6 . 1016 c 2 for NO and 5.5-- 10-16 for 0. Correspondingly, T - 3.1-104

and 1.2 104 0K. These constants came from app•roximations of the crXss sections
measured in /8/.

The distribution of elcctrons over velocities was assumed Max.wellian.
Estimates have shown that for those n. for which excitation and ionization
by electrons becomes essential, the Maxwellian distribution occurs.

ek and ek are found with the help of transition proababilities
attaintd bh the q:tanu• efecta mcithod. In the range Tc - 8 to 20) - 103OK.

5el = 5,0- 10'e--6'* +- 1,2-10"s - , c.eea7. (22)

The quantity of &o. has a si41milar value.

Associative ionization is such a powerful mechanism for initial ioni-
zation that in the zone of relaxation one may disregard the absorption of
radiation from the remaining volume of gas. An upper estimate of the effect
of raJiotion can be made by assuming that all photons that are radiated in
the direction of the front and that correspond to transitions onto the lower
three levels, are effectively abiorbed. in argone the associative ionization
proceeds slowly and radiation processes were substantial /2/.

The eqw.ations of kinctics are written for the case in which equilibrium
insiCe the too blocks of levzlz is maintained by electron collisions. We show
that the nature of the distribution inside the blocks begins to have an effect
only when the adopted ass55ation turns out to be justified.

Wie comparc the life time of the state with the interval of time between
collisions that hring an atom from one of the neighboring levels coll. Inde-
pendently Of wuether we find the cross section from the method of Milford

/6/, or use the quaziclassical expressions /9/, it turns out that it. the
interesting range of n. and for pi 10-5 atm/ 1. In addition, it is
necessary to compare the effectiveness of electron-atom and atom-atom col-
lisions that mix particles between the upper levels. Estimates have shown
that for those ne when the nature of the combination of levels in the block
is essential, the atom-atom collisions can be neglected.

The excited states of the basic configuration are metastable. With the

13
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necessary values of alpha, tile lcctron-atom cross sections are large c-nough

t1v1 to maintain equilibriun inside the lo,.er blocks of levels.

The relaxation in argon has been studied earlier /2/. It began with a
certain final degree of ionization. The large values of p, permitted com-
bining the upper levels already for these values of alpha; that is, the
assumption of ionization of the excited states was justified.

The equations of kinetics were solved up to -= 0.5 ,eq It was pos-
sible to disregard luminescence, collisions of the second kind, and recom-
bination. The effect of luminescence in (14), evaluated with the help of
(24), attained a maximum of 30Z. Actually, thc lines that provide the main
contribution to (22) are scrongly reabsorbed, that is, it is necessary to
consider not only radiation fro. the given elementary volume of gas, but
also the absorption by it of radiation from the remaining gas. This can be
done approximately by inrro,;ucing into the determination ek* and ek

instead of the life time of isolated atoms, the effective life times /11/
It turns out that such effective values . ek and/ ek are an order of magnitude
smaller than (22). Radiation cooling in this part of the relaxation may also
be neglected: Q 0.

Discussion of the Results.

The analysis of elementary processes carried out above shows that up ro
. 0.5 eq the relaxation in air proceeds according to a binary scheme*.

*In references /4,2,13/ wihere the nonequilibrium was investigated behind
shock uaves in air for vl 9 km/sec, the binary nature of the relaxation
was also noted. Hlovewr, in argon /2/, the relaration process was not binary
as a result of the essential effect on the relaxation of radiation issuing
from the equilibrium zone.

For a given v, this permits onc to construct a universal profile of the
nonequilibrium parameters as functions of Plx. (Wr- recall that• eq de-
pends on pA- The solution obtained above is Justified for - - 0.5
Consequently, the profiles constructed as functions of pjx for different p,
are correct in different intervals plx). As an example, figure 1 shows the
profiles, of alpha, Ta and T. for vi - 12 km/sec.

The region of small x in figure I should nor be given great significance.
Xaturally, zhere is a small overlapping (unessential for the developmcnt of
relax,-tion) of the regions of ioni=zaion and dissociation. In addition, the
lack of precision of determination of lcads to an indecerminancy in T-.
Calculazions with various did nor give noticeably different results, al-
though for a small x, Te underwent strong changes (figure I shows the case

- 0). For the same reason, it is also unimportant that the electronic
conductivity tends to increase Tc in the region of small x.

The dependence of Ta ard Te on x was discussed by us earlier /2/.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of P1 t on the velocity v, (t is the
relaxacion time in tie laboratory system of coordinates).

Investigations of relaxation in air were carried out earlic.r for shock

14



waves with velocities v1  9 km/sec*. For v1  7 km/see, the length of the

*Relaxation behind the front o' strong shock waves in air werc consider-
ed by V.A. 3ronshten /16/. It was assumed that ionization is'accomplished by
collisions with electrons (atom-atom collisions were not considered). It
was assumed that in tile entire unequilibrium region, the relation of the con-
centration of atoms in excited and ground states was determined by the Boltzmann
Law. It was assumed that such a high concentration of excited states is
created by absorption of radiation. Excitation by collisions was not con-
sidered. An elementary calculation shows that the energy being radiated by
the shock wave is clearly insufficient for maintaining the Boltzmann distri-
bution in the conditions of the nonequilibrium zone of the shock wave. In
addition, thermo-dynamically contradictory expressions were used for the
coefficients of triple recombination and ionization by electron collisions.
Since the elementary processes of ionization considered in /6/ are not re-
liable, it is hard to imagine that the characteristics of the nonequilibrium
zone obtained by V.A. Bronshten are reliable in order of magnitude.

zone of relaxation of ionization was measured - the distance at which the
concentration of electrons, shanrply increasing, arrives at quasiequilibrium
witLl the staie of the gas thlat is slowly chang'ing, in process of dissociation
relaxation*. U!, to vI = 9 km/sec the length of the relaxation is determined

"*We note that at such velocities this quasiequilibriuin value of n
exceeds its equilibrium value. A calculation carried out for vI 9 krnsec
showed that for lar,,e v, this excess disappears /4/.

by the kin,'tie decomposition of molecules. Figure 2 Shows the results of
these papers.
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Fig. 1: Profile of the oarameters Fig.2: Dependence on the velocity of the
of a nonequilibrium gas behind a shock wave of the product of the relaxation
shiock wave. vl=12 kin/sec. The result time t (in the laboratory system) and the
does not depend on the pressure ahead pressure ahead of tde front Pl (in units of
of the front pl(up to - 0.5 ; microsecond millimeters Hg.P l =0.O2mm Hg.

- eq(pl).In view of the indeter- Ionization relaxation: calculation (for
mLnancy of Te for small x (see text) vI 9,/4/, for v, 10,present work);
this portion is given in Figure 1 experimental data /4/. Dissociation relax-
by dashes. ation: is evaluation carried out in

appendix.
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It follows from figure 2 that in the range v 1 = 9 to 10 ki/sec, the
character of the relaxation sharpiy changes.* For vI i0 kmisec the totai

*In fact, in the interval = 9 to 10 km/sec. changed by a factor
eq

of 10 (in the range f:orn 10-11 km/sec by a factor of 2) and the energy of
ionization made a noticeable contribution to the enthalX.

relaxation time is determined by the kinetics of ionization. In the range v 1
9 to 10 kin/sec the calculation of relaxation is complicated. However, it

is clear that the time of ionization relaxation should increase with increas-
ing vl. This result is not associated with the precision of determining the
rates of associative ionization. Use of other values of these quantities
changes the absolute values of the time of ionization relaxation but pre-
serves the nonmonotonicity. M4eanwhile, we a.ssume that more Irecise values of
reaction rates should not hlead to a sharp change of the quantitative results.

It should be noted that the assumptions lying at the base of our con-
siderations are satisifed better the large vI. For this reason, the case,
VI 10 km/sec is more subject to the effect of various unfavorable factors,
such as incompleteness of dissociation relaxation and inexactness in the
effectiveness of dissociative ionization.

In this paper, questions connected with luminescence of the gas behind
the shock wave are not considered. One should keep in mind that frequently
the role of some component in the kinetics and in the radiation from the
shock wave are com-Aletely differtnt. A small concentration of some intensely
radiating component of the gas may not have any effect on the kinetics. For
example, if the processes of recharging are insufficiently rapid, then n,
may be comparatively large; it can exceed its value in equilibritu while re-
maining substantially less than the concentration of atomic ions. Therefore,
in suite of the strong connection over the major portion of the relaxation
length, of the concentration of excited atoms and electrons, the problem of
the concentration of radiating ,articles cannot be considered zolved. More-
over, during the first part of the relaxation the concentrated part of the
excited atoms is sufficiently known and there is a definite number of still
undissociated molecules. Without having any effect on the kinetics, the two
latter circumstances can be very important from the point of view of lumines-
cence behind the shock wave. However, with an increase of v 1 their effect
should be reduced.

6e have considered thle region of ionization relaxation in which one can
neglect reverse processes. The region in which the gas passes through a state
very close to equilibrium is very complicated. In this region, reverse pro-
cesscs are very im-.)ortant. In addition, the last stage of relaxation takes
place in a gas which may be noticeable cooled owing to the emission of radia-
tion. If ? is large, then the gas can achieve equilibrium before radiation
cooling substantially lowers its internal energy. Later, equilibrium will be
,-reserved but witha general lowering of the temperature /151. It is 0ossible,
however, that the emission of radiation uill have a substantial effect already

4 in the last stage of relaxation. In this case, equilibrium is generally not
attained as a consequence of continuous uncompensated combination of excited
and ionized states /5/. If, houcver, the effectiveness of collision processes
is sufficiently large, then the gas arrives at a state of local equilibrium
but with a temperature lower than that calculated in the assumed absence of
radiation losses.
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In a subsequent paper we hope to examine the entire region of relaxa-

tion usin2 the general euat0ons -r9-rtcn above.

The authors thank Yu. P. Ragzer for valuable comments.

Appeadix

Dissocation relaxation for large v1 .

It has been noted /3/ that the length of the zone of dissociation re-

laxation behind a strong shock wave is very small. The molecules dissociate
directly in collisions with atoms and with one another. We make the following
equation.

Under our conditions the molecules of 0 dissociate practically simul-
taneously. Let us examine the kinetics of dissociations of S2. Wc introduce

P -AM (R +',), m'=2rnn+1O. E=0.2110,79.

then 7P 1o7Z - 0'(2pIuI)'Szdz). (Z3)

rth the notation S. for the source of atoa.s of nitrogen -we-consider

N:+1J=2104+14. M=O.N,N. (24)
Introducinitfor their 0•)• L4ON) M,. we obtain

ries tile notatiodn n +A o-0X
Sx ax +2no + a4O +0 (1-0 ~ 4

"-untion (23) is fntegrntcd considering the conditions of

conservation i(+), Pg. (2)

Wfe have assuw-d ihat the vibrational relaxation ,:• "2 has finished. This

asswiiption does not affect the result.

The given calculation, carried out with rates of dissociation taken

from the review /13/. are presented in Figure 2. The time tdis corresponCs

to the point at which the fraction of molecules is 0.08 of the entire number

of particles. At velocities v, 10 scm/sec tdis is comparatively small.

Associative ionization occurs simultaneously with dissociation. But the

degree of ionization attained in the time tdis is small and does not affect

the parameters oZ the gas, as occurs also for v 9 /4/. We calculate the
degree of ionization attained in the course of dissociation:

B(a) 1=m 'I0SVi+2 1 P)PS S0 + r. (+7)
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For v= 10 kmlsec, during the time rlts there is attained 1.7"10 3 .

This quantity is •mall and does not affect the subsequent course of the
relaxation.

The case vI - 9 km/sec was also examined. Here the dissociation of N2
through the formation of NO plays as large a role as in (24). Ionization
relaxation proceeds simultaneously with dissociation. As expected, the ob-
taiaed characterisitcs of ionization relaxati on agreed with that presented
in /4/.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. After the present paper was submitted for publi-
cation a paper appeared by R.A. Allen, A. Tekstoris and John Wilson (J.
Quantit.Spectr.Radiat.Transf. 5, '5, 1965) in which the times of relaxation
were measured. For shock waves with v, a 10.9 and 11.25 km/sec and p., =
0.1 man III,, the tinic of ionization relaxation is L 1 sec. This is good
confirmation of our conclusions.
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